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ABSTRACT 
Faced with growing fierce competitive pressure on market saturation and all fronts, traditional network 
service providers are now struggling to find the breakthrough approach by which they may 
successfully reshape their role from network service providers to multimedia service providers. To 
realize this kind of paradigm shift, the existing “stability-oriented” network operations management 
infrastructure and processes should be migrated into “service-oriented” and “business-driven” network 
operations management. As one tool for this step we study on a telecommunication operations 
management process. Specially, we analyze the telecommunication operations management processes 
in KT and suggest the improvement directions of them. In addition, we build a system that has two 
main functions of field management and operations support. Finally, we give the expected effect of the 
process improvement using a queueing model.   
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1.  Introduction 
 
The objectives of traditional network operations management monitor and control network infrastructures 
with minimum cost to provide stable services through maintaining stable network status [1, 2]. However, 
nowadays, telecommunication service providers are facing with growing fierce competitive pressure on market 
saturation and all fronts. Therefore, they are now struggling to find the breakthrough approach by which they 
may successfully reshape their role from network service providers to multimedia service providers. They are re-
examining their voice-centric business models and deploying next-generation networks (NGN) for QoS-
guaranteed delivery of multimedia quadruple play services (QPSs).  To realize these paradigm shifts cost-
effectively, the existing “stability-oriented” network operations management infrastructure and processes should 
be migrated into “service-oriented” and “business-driven” network operations management within the context of 
today’s multimedia and converged business environments. In this paper we introduce a study on a 
telecommunication operations management to realize “service-oriented” and “business-driven” network 
operations management. 
 Toward this, telcos should first analyze their business market, technology change and operations 
environment. Then based on these analyses, they can realize a truly agile network and network operations 
management processes. Telcos need to transform their operations management framework into a network 
customer-centric, highly intelligent and automated one, and become the market leader by providing the agile 
operations management framework under an ever-changing operations and business environments. Among these 
challenges, we specially focus on operations management environment.   
Most telecommunication service providers are very familiar with PSTN and transport operations. However, 
it is very difficult for them to learn new emerging technologies such as Internet Protocol (IP), IP Multimedia 
Subsystem (IMS) and Service Delivery Platform (SDP) because they have been locked into PSTN and transport 
network operations for the last few decades. Moreover, as in all service providers’ cases, there has been decrease 
in the operations manpower for the sake of reducing operations expenditure (OPEX). Therefore, it is inevitable 
that we need to have a new network operations management paradigm to adapt easily to the change of business 
and operations environments. By doing so, we can most efficiently manage service and network infrastructures 
with reduced numbers of manpower [3, 4]. 
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This paper studies telecommunications operations management processes to know how to survive in the 
very fast changing telecommunication industry and markets. It analyzes the operations management processes of 
KT and suggests the improvement directions of them. As the results of the study we decide to build field 
operations management system that has two main functions of field management and operations support. We 
also explain the system architecture and the expected effect of the system using queueing models and simulation. 
 
 
Fig.1. Four Core NGOSS Frameworks 
 
The field operations management system is related to the functions of [Operations][Service Management & 
Operations][Service Problem Management], [Operations][Resource Management & Operations][Resource 
Trouble Management] and [Operations][Customer Relationship Management][Problem Handling] of NGOSS 
(New Generation Operations Support System) eTOM (enhanced Telecom Operation Map). NGOSS is a term 
which generally describes the OSS (Operation Support System) used and operated in NGN (Next Generation 
Network). NGOSS has four core frameworks as in figure 1. Among these frameworks eTOM is business process 
framework and recognized as an international standard in ITU-T M.3050 [5]. 
The organization of the remainder of this paper is as follows. In the next section we review the background 
knowledge of the research. In the section 3 we analyze the telecommunication operations management processes 
of KT. We also suggest the improvement directions and describe the architecture of the field operations 
management system. In the section 4, we explain the expected results of the construction of the field operations 
management system. To analyze the expected results, we use M/M/1 and M/G/1 queueing models, and 
simulation. In the final section we summarize the research and suggest topics for future research. 
 
 
2.  Background 
 
2.1 NGOSS eTOM   
NGOSS is business solution framework for the next generation OSS/BSS (Business Support System) with 
industry agreement which is driven by TM Forum (Telemanagement Forum) . NGOSS selects items which could 
be automated in the telecommunication business and proposes the methods that implement the system with the 
existing technology, tools and software. In the guidebook for service providers, system integrators and vendors, 
NGOSS provides business process, the integration map of system and software, development architecture, 
documents, models and reference code repository. In addition, it tries to apply the theory into the real 
telecommunication business and find and solve the problem based on the collaboration of vendors in the catalyst 
project. Its goal is to develop solution with business agility satisfying internet based industry requirements and 
give business solution which integrates the existing legacy systems with low cost [6]. 
eTOM defines all major business processes in service providers [7, 8].    Figure 2 represents eTOM Level 1 
framework. In this figure, operations process shows flow and business elements for service fulfillment, assurance, 
billing and so on. Fulfillment, assurance, billing (FAB) is the core of operation process part and operations 
support readiness is divided from FAB. The horizontal processes represent functional view points and vertical 
processes represent business view points. Strategy, infrastructure & product (SIP) process for management and 
strategy of infrastructure and product life cycle supports this operations process. 
Since eTOM is recognized as a national standard in ITU-T M.3050, we can use eTOM as a guideline when 
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analyzing network operations management processes. In the article [5], authors used eTOM to improve service 
problem and resource trouble management in a telecommunication network. In this paper, to improve the 
network operations management process we build the field operations support system. We consider that this 
system’s main functions are in [Service Problem Management], [Resource Trouble Management] and [Problem 
Handling] in eTOM. 
 
 
Fig.2. eTOM Business Process Framework – Level 1 Processes 
 
2.2 MOSS  
When we decide to build the field operations support system as a tool of the network operations 
management processes improvement, we study MOSS (Mobile Operations Support System) [9] of a wireless 
telecommunication company in Korea. MOSS is a kind of total workforce management system that supports and 
manages network operations & maintenance. Its functions belong to Service Problem Management, Problem 
Handling and Supplier/Partner Relationship Management processes in eTOM. It consists of GIS, PDA and WEB 
client subsystems. GIS client subsystem gives the one-stop situation board for field works which helps operators 
in offices recognize field situations well. Due to this function, the operators can easily communicate with field 
workers. PDA client subsystem plays roles of mobile office and field force automation which support and 
manage field operations tasks. WEB client subsystem provides portal functions by which field workers can 
search operations-related knowledge. It also produces various reports and statistics of field works. For the 
detailed information about MOSS, you can refer to the paper [9]. 
 
2.3 M/M/1 and M/G/1 queueing systems 
In this paper, we use queuing models to see the effects of process improvement. Queueing theory involves 
the mathematical study of queues, or waiting line. The formation of waiting line is, of course, a common 
phenomenon that occurs whenever the current demand for a service exceeds the current capacity to provide that 
service. The basic queueing process is the following. Customers requiring service are generated over time by an 
input source. These customers enter the queueing system and join a queue. At certain times a member of the 
queue is selected for service by some rule known as the queue discipline. The required service is then performed 
for the customer by the service mechanism, after which the customer leaves the queueing system. The figure 3 
depicts a simple queueing process. 
M/M/1 queueing system assumes that all interarrival times are independently and identically distributed 
according to an exponential distribution, that all service times are independent and identically distributed 
according to another exponential distribution, and that the number of service is 1. For M/G/1 queueing system, 
service times are general independent and identical distribution. For the detailed information about queueing 
systems, you can refer to the paper [10, 11 and 12]. 
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Fig.3. A Simple Queueing Process 
 
 
3. Network operations process improvement 
 
In this section we classify the network operations management processes of KT and analyze the processes. 
After the analysis, we evaluate the process and give the improvement directions. By these directions, we decide 
to build the field operations support system.    In section 3.2 we introduce the system architecture and explain the 
functions of the system. 
 
3.1 Process evaluation and improvement directions  
KT established NSC (Network Service Center) in 2000 to manage network operations efficiently and 
effectively. By this establishment they have OMC (Operations Maintenance Center), PMC (Power Management 
Center), TMC (Transmission Management Center) and IDMC (Internet Data Management Center). In this 
subsection, we explain how to classify the operations processes of OMC, PMC, TMC and IDMC, and evaluate 
the processes.  Then we give the improvement directions of the network operations management processes of 
KT. 
We start with the process classification in figure 4. Figure 4 represents how to classify the network 
operations management processes of KT. Level 1 is the value chain of a company that gives values to customers. 
Level 2 is mega process that divides level 1 value chains.    Level 3 is system level that divides level 2. Level 4 is 
SOP level that has variant. Level 5 represents individual activities to achieve level 4. Based on the figure 4, we 
analyze KT network operations management processes and have network operations, customer service and 
network establishment for level 1 value chain. 
 
Fig.4. Process Classification 
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For each level 1 process we have 11 mega processes, general inspection, trouble shooting, technology 
support, concentration inspection, claim management, fulfillment, resource management, evaluation, education 
and investment.  These 11 mega processes are explained in table 1. For example, general inspection process is 
related to the inspection, trouble shooting and post service management for facilities and resources that are 
classified by irregular and regular inspection. Education process is related to the activities of analyzing field 
workers’ skill level and giving proper education.   
Likewise after analyzing network operations management processes of KT we evaluate the processes and 
derive improvement directions. The results are as follows. 
 
 
 
Current Conditions 
  Continuous  decrement  of  operators and field workers 
 Complex operations process to face continuous decrement of operators and field workers 
 Cannot recognize NSC’s adaptability for various environment changes such as unmanned 
remote equipments and the automation of network operations 
   Lack of data for management support 
 Lack of data for optimal number of operators and field workers 
 Cannot recognize real skill level of operators and field workers 
   Lack of IT support for network operations process in some parts 
 Difficult in real time management of operators and field workers 
 Difficult in knowing locations of field workers and off-line management of preliminary 
workers 
 Difficult in finding locations and management of field network equipments 
   Issue of TT(Trouble Ticket) by    SMS/Telephone 
 Off-line management of field work information and trouble information 
 
Improvement Directions 
Table.1.  11  mega  processes  of  KT network  operations 
management 6 
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   Establishment of NSC operations management architecture based on SOP 
  Standardization of tasks of NSC operators and field workers 
  Total operations management support and process management by    SOP 
  Achievement analysis by standard process and process management 
   Increasing productivity and decreasing OPEX by digitization of operations management process 
  System development for operations management support 
  System development for achievement management 
  Real time management of operators and field workers through digitization of on-site visits 
process 
  Location management of field network equipments based on GIS   
 
The current conditions of the processes are explained in four parts. First, there are tendency of continuous 
decrement of operators and field workers in NSC. Due to this environment we are developing remote control 
architecture for telecommunication equipments. Second, NSC doesn’t have enough data for management support 
compared to sales or marketing departments. Third, NSC doesn’t have enough IT support for the network 
operations processes.    As you can see in the figure 5, there are some processes to be automated. 
Fourth, there is off-line management of field work information and trouble information in NSC. To 
improve the current conditions, we suggest establishment of NSC operations management architecture based on 
SOP and digitization of operations management processes. By these directions we think we can solve the current 
problems of the network operations management processes of KT. In addition, these improvement directions are 
key factors to survive in the very fast changing telecommunication industry and markets. 
 
 
Fig.5. Trouble Shooting SOP in PMC 
 
3.2 Workforce management systems architecture 
 
Based on the results of subsection 3.1 and more deep analysis of the network operations management 
processes with the experts we plan to develop the field operations support system. Figure 6 represents the system 7 
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architecture of it. FOSS (Field Operations Support System) has two main functions, operations support and field 
management. It interoperates with TFMS (Total Fault Management System), NPTMS (Network Performance 
Traffic Management System) and several other systems. To realize this architecture we use BPM and SOA 
solutions. The detailed explanations of FOSS are as follows.   
 
FOSS 
z  Statistics management: Providing statistics to increase productivity and check the status of network 
operations 
z  Digitization of standard operations: Standardization and digitization of network operations process 
z  Knowledge management of operations: Knowledge database of know-how of operations and field 
works which network operators and field workers can refer to 
z  Flow manager: Decision of field visit 
z  KPI management: Displaying various KPIs in one view 
z  Operations scheduling management: Planning and management of operations and field works 
z  Create and issue order: Creation and distribution of orders from various kinds of works 
z  Report management: Creation and management of reports related to daily works (work type, work level 
and so on) 
z  Network operator management: Management of operators’ information 
z  Order receipt: Orders receipt form other systems     
z  Task scheduling: Automatic work scheduling, Inquiry and so on 
z  Order processing: Worker selection, modification and so on   
z  Task report and inquiry: Fulfillment and assurance reporting and inquiry 
z  Field worker/team management: Registration, modification, deletion and inquiry of workers and team 
z  Personal terminal management: Registration, modification, deletion and inquiry of personal terminals 
 
 
 
Fig.6. Systems Architecture of Field Operations 
Support System 8 
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4. The expected effect of the construction of the Field Operations Management 
System 
 
In this section, we explain the effects of process improvement using M/M/1 and M/G/1 queueing models, 
and simulation. Through analysis of NSC operations we have 11 mega processes for each part of NSC. For each 
11 mega process we have about 200 SOPs and huge numbers of activities. To explain process improvement 
when building field operations support system we decide to use network problem shooting process [5]. In the 
figure 7 there are two routes to detect network problems. To apply M/M/1 and M/G/1 queueing models, we only 
consider network events from VOC (voice of customers).   
The flow of events from VOC is as follows. 
 
 
 
To apply M/M/1 and M/G/1 queueing models, we incorporate NeOSS SA and Netis into NSC. 
 
 
Fig.7. Network problem management of KT 
 
This assumption is reasonable since the time problems spending in these systems is almost constant and 
negligible. Therefore the flow of events can be simplified as follows. 
 
 
 
If the above model follows M/M/1 queueing model with VOC arrival rate λ and NSC service rate μ, the 
expected time in system and expected time in queue for each VOC are   
 
.
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For the derivation of these results you can refer to [7, 8, and 9]. If we can improve the process with service rate 
2μ as building the field operations support system, we can decrease the expected time in system and queue as 9 
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follows. 
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For example, let us consider one NSC with μ=3 and λ=2. The expected time in system decreases 1 to 1/4 with 
75% decrement. The expected time in queue decreases 2/3 to 1/12 with 87.5% decrement. Even though the 
service times are reduced by half, the expected times in system and queue are decreased more than half 
 
 
Fig.8. Network problem management process simulation 
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Fig.9. Average time in system and queue with M/G/1 queueing model 
 
  Time in System  Time in Queue 
Average  7.35 2.03 10 
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Standard 
Deviation 
2.21 1.68 
Table 2.  Simulation results with λ=2 and μ ~ tri (1, 5, 10) 
 
  Time in System  Time in Queue 
Average  3.26 0.6 
Standard 
Deviation 
0.88 0.71 
Table 3.  Simulation results with λ=2 and μ ~ tri (0.5, 2.5, 5) 
 
For another example, let us consider M/G/1 queueing model. In this model we use simulation with 
VOC arrival rate 6/hours. For service time model, we use triangular distribution with minimum=1, 
most likely=5 and maximum=10 (hours) [13]. The replication is 100. To simulate our model we use 
ARENA simulation package [13]. Figure 8 represents the simulation model implemented by ARENA. 
The snapshot in the figure 8 has VOC arrivals and NSC service facility and departure module. After 
100 simulation replications we have the results in table 2. If we improve the process with service time 
distribution, triangular (0.5, 2.5, 10), as building field operations support system, the results are in 
table 3. 
According to the simulation results, table 3 and 4, average time in system of events is reduced by 
56% from 7.35 to 3.26 and average time in queue is reduced by 70% from 2.03 to 0.6.   
Along with the M/M/1 queueing model, even though the service times are reduced by half, the 
average times in system and queue are decreased more than half. The figure 9 in the previous page 
compares average times in system and queue in table 2 and 3. 
 
 
5. Conclusions and future research 
 
This research studies telecommunications network operations management processes of KT. As the results of 
the study we classify the operations processes into 5 levels and evaluate the current conditions of the processes. 
The current processes have the problems of continuous decrement of operators and field workers, lack of data for 
management support and lack of IT support. 
To resolve these problems we plan to establish new NSC operations management processes based on SOP. 
We also plan to increase productivity and decrease OPEX by digitization of operations management processes. 
With these improvement directions we decide to build the field operations support system. The architecture of 
the system is described and explained in subsection 3.2. We also introduce the effects analysis of process 
improvement using M/M/1 and M/G/1 queueing models, and simulation. By the queuing models and simulation 
expected or average time in system and queue can be reduced by building the field operations management 
system since it can reduce service time. As mentioned in section 4, if the service times are reduced by half, the 
expected times in system and queues are decreased more than half. 
With the results of this research KT is currently developing the field operations support system now. For 
further research we plan to study the economic analysis of the process improvement. In addition, we study how 
to apply existing process innovation methods into telecommunications network operations management 
processes.  
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